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About This Game

Experience the adrenaline-fuelled danger and heart-pounding excitement in the war on organised drug syndicates. When
standard procedures fail, the hardliners are brought in.

Become El Matador, a DEA special agent tasked with taking down the drug barons. A new narcotics cartel is rising across
Central and South America, sharpening its claws and extending its reach. Locate the encampments, infiltrate the headquarters,
and put an end to the cartel's influence. In a tale of corruption, revenge and morality, the mission brief is simple: Eliminate the

threat - Ultimate justice, El Matador style.

Key features:

Hard-hitting, movie-style storyline

Huge arsenal of realistic weapons

Diverse South American settings, from lush jungle to mansions and harbours

Real physics, interactive environments and destructible objects

Gang members, clan bosses, kingpins, and many more villainous enemies

Atmospheric engine animations bring the scenery to life
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Wide range of graphical effects, including cascading shadow maps, high dynamic range rendering and many more

Slow Motion Action feature

FrenzyCAM mode
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Title: El Matador
Genre: Action
Developer:
Plastic Reality Technologies
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2006

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8

Processor: 1.5 GHz Pentium 3 / AMD Athlon Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB DirectX9 compatible graphics card with pixel & vertex shader support (nVidia GeForce 4, ATI Radeon
8500)

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Sound Blaster compatible sound card

English,Russian,Italian,German,French,Czech
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i know you are makeing worlds adrift and i love that game already in aplha BUT. i need more vr games from you guys,. I will
recommend it only because I got it for free with the Two Worlds II pack. If I paid for it I would not recommend it unless it was
like .49 cents. Simple tower defense. Like maybe a half-hour worth of fun.. Too bad gameplay. And where the hell is Turkey?.
Absolutely love this game. The whole family plays and it's been a blast. Completely worth the money!!!

I have nerve and muscle damage in my primary arm and this has been a good way to move it and have fun.

Thanks,
:)k. Cloudberry Kingdom is a nice game for people that consider Super Mario to be to easy. Although the controls and hitboxes
are not as spot on as Super Meat Boy, and every now and then you'll be hating the game for cheap deaths (saws that miss you as
model but do hit your hitbox etc). When you think of it this game for a large part is a rythem game, there is one way to solve a
level, and in most cases waiting to analyse and obstacle isn't an option, you just have to flow through. The soundtrack is killer,
different hero's provide variation. Overall I'd say a solid 7\/10, it's good, but just not as tight in controls as Super Meat Boy.. The
game is hard to play, and is very similar to flash games you can get for free.. Really great game.. The new campaign is
awesome!. Princess Kidnapper is a first person, wave-based defense archery title. In this game, you have kidnapped a princess,
and held her captive in a tower. As her calvary comes to her rescue, your task is to take them down by firing arrow before they
can get to the tower.

These army doesn't attack you, their only objective is to rescue the princess. This means you will only be focusing on attacking
them as they charge their way. There's no locomotion, as you are stationary on a tower. You will be equipped with a bow and
arrow as you take down a variety of these soldiers, each with their speed, health point and weakness. There are also power-ups
which you can obtain by shooting down the birds who carry them. These power-ups enhanced your arrow, some requiring you to
hit the enemy to work, such as explosive or iced.

The game is presented in a casual, colorful aesthetic, and this seems to be an endless game, meaning it will keep on going until
you lose. The game is rather straightforward and easy to get into, so it may be suited more for kids rather than adult. this thrown-
away title serves well as a time-killer for kids to play, but I do recommend only picking this up if it has 75% discount or more..
You can rob stores and be gay with a 30 year old Indian dude in major debt- that's my kind of game.
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Get this DLC if you thought fighting the exploding blue guys was fun.
Because they added enemies even more annoying.. 10\/10 story made me cry. This game initially looks really neat, but to me it
felt like a massive let down within the first few minutes of gameplay. The game's design is very appealing, and the music is nice.
However, all the gameplay itself is incredibly repetitive, and some of the objectives are frustratingly obnoxious. As far as I can
tell it's essentially repeating the same objectives in different areas with a somewhat different looking creature. I was lucky
enough to buy this game for around 50 cents, but I couldn't ever imagine paying the full price for it.. If you can get past the
relentless crashing, this game is good.. Best not to play as normal pc version unless your used to it or prefer the vr feel on pc.
and the puzzles were confusing and didnt make sense. was basicly guessing half the time till i found something that worked then
went back to struggling. DON'T BUY IT!
the game is full of bug and not finished at all...
You finish the game in 5 minutes :
you land
you build some modules
pick up the dozen of rocks laying around
and...
done...
nothing else to do...
Even at 0.39 it isn't worth it. LOVED IT! (haven't finished the surgery yet). Game of Thrones meets Redwall.
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